
JTHOOPITUP Brother/Babylock 6x10 USER’s GUIDE 
For Single Needle Machines 

 This JTHOOPITUP (JTH) is specifically designed to be compatible with a Brother / Babylock standard 6x10 hoop.   

 PLEASE REFER to the Instructional Videos on the JTHOOPITUP Facebook page.  These videos provide information on the 

proper use of the JTH as well as hooping tips. 

 The intended use of the 6x10 JTH is for embroidering on most shirts size 5 and up, including adult size garments. 

 The recommended maximum “design size” is 5.5x 9. 

 Option 1: When using most of your embroidery field, make sure that you insert the JTH with the “Head” of the JTH toward 

you and rotate your design.  Your garment/shirt design will be rotated upside down while embroidering. 

 Option 2: When using a smaller design (5.5 x6 or smaller), place your design toward the bottom of your hoop. It is NOT 

necessary to rotate your design or JTH.  Please check the embroidery field for clearance before embroidering. 

 When using smaller garments it will be necessary to place your design closest to the bottom of the JTH.  This allows you to 

place the neck of the garment over the top of the JTH. 

 A basting stitch is optional on smaller designs, not recommended on larger designs.  

 Pay close attention while stitching at the corners of your design to ensure there will be no contact with your machine and 

the JTH.  You can temporarily move the JTH up onto your hoop in close situations.  Then, put the JTH back into position 

after you have sewn the area where it is close. 

 JTHOOPITUP is not responsible for improper use. 

 Do Not leave your machine unattended while embroidering. 

 We are here to help!  If you have questions, please PM us on our Facebook Page 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Jthoopitup-Embroidery-Aids/792199044176256    JTHOOPITUP (Patent Pending) 
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